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Marc Marquez And Jack Miller Meet The Honda HR-V
Current MotoGP world champion Marc Marquez from Repsol Honda and Aussie MotoGP rider Jack Miller from
LCR Honda, took time to meet one of Australia’s most popular small SUVs, the Honda HR-V, on the banks of
Melbourne’s Yarra River today.

“We are thrilled that Honda’s top riders, at the pinnacle of their sport, took time out of their busy schedules to
meet the HR-V,” said Melissa Cross, Honda Australia’s Public Relations Manager. “We are also delighted that
Marc Marquez will be getting well acquainted with the Honda HR-V while he is in Australia. We wish both riders
the best of luck this weekend.”

The Honda HR-V, with its edgy and dynamic styling, is the perfect partner for any occasion, whether cruising city
streets or on a long drive down to Phillip Island. Its sedan-like steering ensures easy manoeuvrability while its
spirited dynamic performance and low centre of gravity provide superior road holding.

It features sharp character lines on the outside and is sophisticated, spacious and sleek on the inside. It’s also
feature-packed, with Honda’s state-of-the-art Display Audio system with Bluetooth compatibility (Apple and
Android), audio streaming and compatible Apple iPhone mirroring functionality, wide-angle reversing camera
with three modes and Electric Parking Brake as standard. Safety features include LaneWatch blind spot
monitoring (VTi-S and above), City Brake-Active system (VTi-S and above), Forward Collision Warning (VTi-L
ADAS) and High-Beam Support System (VTi-L ADAS).

The Honda HR-V range starts at a Manufacturer’s List Price of $24,990* for the VTi (flat paint only). To find out
more about Honda’s HR-V, visit www.honda.com.au/hrv

* Excludes Dealer delivery and statutory charges
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